09h20-09h40
Presentation of DS4H ADAMS
Association of Doctoral And Master Students

Julian Roqui and Jonathan Courtois
Master's Students
Create an **association** that brings together **masters and doctoral students** from different disciplines.

**Computer Science + Economy + Electronics + Law + MIAGE**

- Give Master’s students the opportunity to become familiar with the research world from the outset!

- Promote networking! Facilitate **multidisciplinary meetings and projects.**
MEET THE CREW
DS4H ADAMS
All disciplines are represented

DS4H ADAMS
to create different events

DS4H Adams
**Student Party**

**For Humans**

**Graduate School**

**June, 13**

**Valrose**

---

**Tonight!**

**DS4H Adams**

Digital Systems for Humans Association of Doctoral and Master Students Presents

**Welcome Party**

**Soiree d'intégration**

**#AdamsParty**

**21H00**

Come and sing with us!

**Pub Akathor - 32 Cours Saleya, Nice**

---

**Halloween Party**

**Oct 25**

**21H00**

Bar 2.0, Nice 4 Rue Centrale

One free drink for the 50 first to arrive.

The best costumes will be rewarded!

---

**2020**

**#AdamsParty**

**21H00**

Good music, friendly atmosphere!

@Pub Akathor - 32 Cours Saleya, Nice

The first 50 people to arrive will get a free drink!
Thursday December 16
Karaoke Party
From 20H
At the:
AKATHOR

Help Me !!!
What we WILL propose (new)?

UNIFYING EVENTS

- Sports events
- Language Café
- Aperif beach

DS4H ADAMS
ACADEMIC EVENTS

BY DS4H ADAMS
ACADEMIC EVENTS
BY DS4H ADAMS

ADAMS
Debate!

DS4H ADAMS PRESENTS
"5G" ADAMS DEBATE

6:00 pm Presentation on 5G technology
(Luca Santamaria, LEAT)

6:30 pm Multidisciplinary Open Debate

4th February from 6:00pm
on Zoom
What we WILL propose (new)?

ACADEMIC EVENTS

- Junior seminar
- Scientific workshops (posters, talks)
- Lunch-meetings & Afterschool

DS4H ADAMS
WE NEED YOU!

NEW BOARD OF DIRECTOR
NEW ACTIVE MEMBERS

TO ORGANIZE NEW EVENTS (OCTOBER)
Imagine and Create your student life with DSL,H ADAMS

JOIN US!

ds4h.adams@gmail.com

@DS4H_ADAMS